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Master Pilot Bernard Douglas Saxby
Flying Career with 4 Squadron RAF

OPERATIONAL
November 1946 brought Bernard to his first operational squadron at “Wahn” on the east bank of the
Rhine, South West of Cologne, West Germany as part of the occupation forces. His posting was to 98
squadron Royal Air Force, part of 139 wing.
They were operating the Mosquito B.XVI, and his first flight with them was with Flt/Lt. Smith-
Carrington on the 14th November.
For the rest of the month there followed local flying, sorties to Luneburg, bombing and GCA training.
His total flying for November was 9 hours 40 minutes day time as 1st pilot and 30 minutes dual
instruction on the Mosquito and 50 minutes dual on an Oxford, for an instrument check with the
“Boss” Sqd/Ldr. Poulter.
At the end of November, for reasons only known to the “Air Force”, Bernard was posted to a new
squadron, flying the Mosquito FB.V1 which he had trained on at No. 13 OTU, which was certainly
more logical as level bombing with “98” was not what he had trained for.
Royal Air Force Station Wahn, West Germany, was the home of 4 squadron and 4 squadron was to be
his ”home” for the next 4 years.
Its Mosquito’s carried the squadron code UP on the fuselage, with the individual aircraft letter ie X.



Bernard sitting on the nose of his Mosquito FBVI.

November and December 1946 were spent honing his flying and combat skills with his Mosquito and
the occasional celebration in the mess as in photo below!

Sergeant Bernard Saxby centre rear with glass in hand (1946/7)

1947
January 1947 started with SD bombing, and Sgt. Jackson becoming his main navigator. On the 23rd

January he had his first flight back to the UK, flying into Bovingdon.
February through to April were spent on cross country flights at low level, air to ground firing, V H F
Homing, G C A Practice and time in the Link trainer.
On 8th April Bernard made a solo flight to Luneberg in UP-C (aircraft in photo below).
The 10th April brought a 35 minute dual check flight with the “Boss” Wing Commander Hanafin and
on the 11th April a re-acquaintance with an old “Friend” the Oxford for an hour’s practice “Homing”



and QGH .

Bernard 2nd row down 4th from left behind “The Boss” OC 4 Squadron#
On 12th May there was a “White Ticket” test with W/Cdr Hanafin for 1 hour 5 minutes and then
promotion to Flight Sergeant. It was then off to Gatow, Berlin on detachment. By the end of May the
squadron had a new “Boss” Wing Commander Jones.

On 2nd June Bernard returned to base, and on the 6th carried out a demo for the army.



Photos taken by Bernard from his aircraft showing his 4 squadron colleagues in formation over
northern Germany.
July’s flying consisted of a dual check flight with the “Boss” W/Cdr Jones, in F-UP the Mosquito TIII
dual control aircraft (aircraft in photo on next page) and air to air interceptions with cine gun.
On the 10th July a trip to Luneburg was followed by Buckeburg on the 15th, then on the 18th was a
return trip from Fassberg, and exercise “Roundabout” on 22nd in UP-Z which gave 10 hours 35
minutes flying!
At the end of the month Bernard was certified competent for single engine landings on the Mosquito.
On the 5th August it was off to “Sylt”, an island on the North sea coast of Germany, close to the
Danish border, on detachment, in UP-D.
Originally known as B170 Westerland it was renamed RAF Sylt on 27th September 1945 and was an
Armament practice station.
Here Bernard carried out 15 days of intensive air to air firing and bombing returning to Gutersloh on
the 22nd in UP-D.
On 2nd September there was a flight to Odiham, Hampshire in UP-R for formation display flight on
the 4th and return to Gutersloh on the 5th.

The 7th brought much activity in preparation for detachment of 4 aircraft to Undine in Italy, to join a
detachment to cover the evacuation of Pola, a town on the southern extremity of the Istrian peninsula
in the Adriatic sea. The peninsula was due to be handed over to Yugoslavia and Pola was to be
evacuated by the British as a result .
However the impatient Yugoslavs moved in overnight prior to the agreed date of the handover. This
necessitated a more rapid evacuation than planned.
Twelve aircraft of the RAF detachment were utilised in a show of strength to quell rioting in the
British administered port of Trieste; this display continued for 2 days until the situation had been
brought under control.
The 4 aircraft of 4 squadron left Gutersloh in formation on the 8th September for Italy, with Bernard
flying UP-E with Sgt. Jackson as navigator, landing at Udine, Italy.
On the 16th and 17th they carried out formation flights over Trieste, returning home to Gutersloh on
the 18th.
The rest of September was taken up with night flying, cross country and QGH, and for October and
November only a total of 6 hours 35 minutes flying; the rest of the time was carrying out “Air Traffic



Control” duties, see photo below.

Bernard, farthest from the camera on air traffic control duties



F-UP is a Mosquito TIII dual control aircraft



Mass take off by 4 Sqd. Mosquitos

Winter 1947
December 1947 started with a 2 hour 35 minutes flight searching for a missing Dakota transport on 1st.
The remainder of the month was taken up with GCA, NFT, formation flying and the Link trainer.

1948
1948, a new year with 10+ hours flying training, culminating with an Army demonstration of the
Mosquito’s role for January.
February’s highlight was a long distance flight to Malta on the 12th. The route was Gutersloh-Istres-
Malta and return total flying time 10 hours 5 minutes with Flight Sergeant Jackson who, under the
new ranks was NII, ”Navigator 2” Jackson.
March brought trips to Gatow, Buckeberg and Wahn, with 1 hour 55 minutes, flying the squadron
Oxford on instrument training.
April brought 5 hours 40 minutes flying only, with the rest of the month taken up by ground duties.
May was all flying, first was a formation trip to Lubeck , followed by Air to Air firing, Air to Ground
firing, S D bombing and live bombing, all adding up to 24 hours 25 minutes flying time.
June and up to 8th July consisted of NFT.NF interception and interdiction, low level cross country and
GCA training.
27th July found Bernard at RAF Leconfield, near Beverly, Yorkshire.
He reported for advanced training on the 90 PAI course at The Central Gunnery School (CGS).
His first flight with the CGS took place on the 27th July on “cine gun“ air to air target. This continued
up to 20th September when he had an air to ground and RP demo, then back to “cine gun“ air to air
target. Most of these flights were solo. On the 28th he started air to ground and RP until 8th October.
The 8th was also the start of the “dive bombing” phase of the course which ended on the 18th October.
From the course assessment below it will be seen that Bernard was “exceptional” or “above average”
in 3 of the 4 subjects. However, the Chief Instructor was tight when it came to awarding Bernard his
pass category!!



Bernard flew this aircraft at the central gunnery School



3rd November found Bernard back with 4 squadron at Gutersloh and carrying out a reconnaissance
and attack on tanks.
The rest of November and December was taken up with NFT, night bombing, night cross country’s
and on the 25th November aerobatics and 2 sessions of single engine landing and overshoot practice.

Photo shows “Aircrew 1”Bernard Saxby centre (1947)
“Master Aircrew 1, 2, 3 & 4”. This rank was for all NCO aircrew, in place of Warrant Officer, Flight
Sergeant and Sergeant ranks, who were aircrew. These ranks only lasted to 1950 and were hated by
all. They then reverted to the old ranks, the exception was the Master rank for Warrant Officers.
Bernard was later to become a “Master Pilot”.



Bernard 3rd from left standing

1949
The year started with a trip back to the UK on the 3rd January staging into Manston, Kent. (Manston
at this time was a “Customs clearance airfield” ie all RAF aircraft that were not landing in the UK at a
Customs clearance airfield had to land here for Customs clearance) and onward to Wittering, Sussex
and returning home again on the 6th, again via Manston.
The rest of January, February and March was taken up with NFT, night bombing, night cross
country’s and air to ground firing. Navigators during these months were Flt/Lt. Utton, Flt/Off.
Archibold, Navigator 1 - Corlett, Navigator 2 - Robbin and Navigator 3 - Readings.
Aircraft flown during this time were, Mosquito FB6 UP-H,UP-D,UP-F,UP-C and UP-G.
April started on the 1st with a low level cross country, the 6th Gutersloh to Manston, then Biggin Hill
to Manston and back to Gutersloh. Ground duties completed the rest of the month from the 12th.
Flying did not start for Bernard until 16th May with cross country’s on 17th, 18th and 19th and 20th

carried out formation and cine air to air firing, low level bombing and GCA practice.
On 25th, 26th, 27th and 30th instrument checks in the squadron “Oxford” were carried out with Flt/Lt
Greig and Sqd/Ldr Everton-Jones, the month ending with a night cross country on the 31st..
June was to be a busy month starting with the familiar pattern of air to ground firing, formation
flying, night cross country’s and an Army demo on the 20th with Flt/Lt Utton as Navigator in
Mosquito UP-A.
On 26th and 28th Bernard took part at night, in Operation “Foil”, an exercise to test the UK defence’s
with Navigator 2 - Robbin, in Mosquito UP-C.
Night operations started with a small high-level attack by B.A.F.O. Mosquitoes on airfields in Kent,
Essex and Hampshire, in poor visibility.
During July and August the usual pattern of training was carried out, the highlight of which was the
“BAFO Air Day” on 16th August, in which Bernard took part with Navigator 2 - Robbin in Mosquito
UP-F.



On 5th September, Bernard flew to West Malling in Mosquito UP-D, with Navigator 1 - Corlett, in
preparation for the 1949 Battle of Britain display over London. He carried out the display in UP-G
with Navigator 1 - Draper on the 15th.
On the 17th he carried out low level bombing, followed by a bombing display with Flt/Lt Ken Utton
as his navigator, returning to the squadron’s new base at Celle in Germany on the 18th.
For reasons unknown to the author Bernard’s last flight in 1949 took place on 18th September 1949,
when he returned to RAF Celle in lower Saxony. This was to be the squadron’s new base. His log
book records no further flying in 1949.
Below in an article by Flt/Lt Ken Utton.

“IV(AC) Sqdn Personalities c.1949
Ken Utton (Apr 46 - May 50) (Navigator for Bernard at 1949 Battle of Britain Air
Display and on many other occasions) compiled these fascinating recollections of his
contemporaries in the post war years
Commanding Officers
Sqn Ldr A.G. Woods: Took over when CO of 605 (Wg Cdr Mitchell) was reported
missing. He was acting CO of 605 when it was disbanded in August 1945 and
reformed as 4 Sqn. He then moved up to Gutersloh in November of that year.
Wg Cdr Corkery: I believe was CO when I joined in April 1946. He had come off
Mitchells and his navigator Peter Woods became Squadron Nav Leader whilst his
W.O.P./AG became Sqn Adj and Mess Bar Officer (Jimmy Hutton).
Wg Cdr R.I. Jones: Better known as ‘The Ghost’ because of his premature white hair.
Was an excellent swimmer and great badminton and squash player.
Sqn Ldr Everton-Jones: Called by all as EJ. Once when on an APC at Lubeck it is
rumoured that he was pulled before the brass for painting his initials on his kite.
Actually it was a squadron lettering, EJ-M. .
Sqn Ldr ‘Ace’ Newman: ‘Ace’ to his wife and friends, ‘Boss’ to the aircrew. He took
over the Squadron when it moved up to Celle from Wahn.
Flight Commanders
Sqn Ldr ‘Buck’ Buckley: Shot down on Blemheims early on in the war and spent the
rest of it in the bag. Met him many years later when he was keeping a pub in
Lincolnshire.
Sqn Ldr Jimmy Harrison: Did the Test Pilots’ course at Farnborough then went on to
Avro. Credited with the expression ‘Shit-house mouse’! This was abbreviated (for
decency’s sake?) to ‘Shouse-mouse’ and became the Squadron cocktail.
Sqn Ldr ‘Colonel’ Mowatt: Had ditched a Hurricane and hit the bottom before getting
out. He was local Town Major in Gutersloh before joining 4. He was killed with Pete
Pinnion (Engineering Officer) in an Anson which hit a chimney at Munster when they
were going home on leave. I believe he was one of the group who returned to France
to dig up the Squadron Silver.
Sqn Ldr Golightly: Famous for flying No.2 and holding in with rudder – hence the
expression ‘Doing a Golightly’
Flt Lt Jimmy Gill: Shot for the RAF team at Bisley and eventually won there. Was
grounded for high tone deafness in October 1948 and joined the Equipment Branch
and became an explosives expert.
Flt Lt Ernie Holmes: A Canadian who had flown bomber Mosquito’s during the war. I
believe he was later killed in a Dakota as a passenger over in Canada.
Flt Lt Reg Banwell: The first of the peace-time career flight commanders. Took over
from Jimmy Gill
Flt Lt Jack Boreham: After leaving, whilst flying a Prentice or something akin, stuck
his Master Green on the windscreen and took off in thick fog. Unfortunately he was
pointing in the wrong direction and ended up in some greenhouses.

29
Navigation Leaders
Flt Lt Peter Woods: Wg Cdr Corkery’s navigator.
Flt Lt ‘Ferdy’ Fernande: Mexican moustachioed.
Navigators
Bud Nethercott: Editor of Wing Magazine.
‘Archie’ Archibold: Went into Air Traffic.
Paddy Robbins: Excellent footballer.
Jock Ramage: Went on to Ops after 65 hours. Met him again as Nav Leader on 16
Squadron. Died of cancer of the throat about 1980.
Jock Goodwin: Became an ace in Transport Command.
Darky Martin: Had been on Mitchells and eventually became Sqn Adj. (See epitaph in



Fourfax No.7).
Bill Bower: Broad Geordie – who had an Oxford accent when speaking on the phone.
? Johnson: Had the DFC and DFM.
Shan Shanahan: Had been on the Mosquito raids in the Norwegian Fjords.
Fred Nixie.
‘Quirk’ Cochrane.
Ben Corbett
Pilots
Johnny Burton: Went to Test Pilots’ School and also to APS at Leconfield.
Chris Capper: Went to Test Pilots’ School and eventually joined de Havilland – I
believe he took over John Derry’s work after the crash.
‘Rox’ Roxberry: My pilot for the second two years on the Squadron. Also went to
Leconfield and Farnborough and spent a year with the Yanks at Edwards base.
Les de Garis: Also went to Leconfield and each time the weather was unfit for flying
we all heard Les’s lecture ‘T.S.C.S. x SIN Angle Off’ again – and again – and again.
Sax Saxby: One of the best pilots on the Squadron, but unfortunately in those
days inhibited by the PII ranking.
Monty Mountford: Overcame the PII syndrome and became a Groupie or something.
‘Chips’ Hunter: Excellent swimmer and diver. A bit hair-raising to fly with – later killed
in an air crash.
Iain Dick: Good footballer.
Alec Lawson: Never took a parachute and always sat on a seat cushion made from the
folded engine covers.
Dave Spencer: We did OTUs on Canada and England together and he was my pilot for
three years until grounded with high tone deafness. Like Jimmy Gill he joined the
Equipment Branch.
‘Ferdie’ Fortune: Hit Rox’s tailplane during formation. We then discovered he was half
blind in one eye.
? Archer: Alec Lawson fell out with him one night in the Mess and chased him back to
his room (the last block on the left when looking with your back to the Mess at
Gutersloh). Archer hid round the corner in his room and locked the door. When Alec
couldn’t get in, he fetched his 12 bore and blasted a hole in the door. Luckily Archer
was out of the way, but his raincoat was hanging on the door!
‘Willie’ Williams: Spent all his time reading Bradshaw and could tell you the time of
almost every train in the UK and all the connections.
Jock Marshall: Received his Croix de Guerre and legion of Honour through the normal
post. We celebrated on the beach at Sylt with crates of Guinness left in the edge of
the sea to cool.
Jackie Butt.
‘Doc’ Orrell.
‘Bunny’ Warren.



4 Squadron Group Photo 1949



JETS
1950

For reasons unknown to the author Bernard’s first flight in 1950 took place on 11th March, from his
squadron’s base at Celle, in the squadron’s Mosquito T3 with F/O Roxbury as co-pilot for a local
check flight. There followed 23 hours in the month of extensive flying which included formation,
cross country, GCA, QGH, night cross country, air to air cine firing, long range cross country, air to
ground firing and bombing.
April brought dummy attacks on convoys and army transports and also drop tank tests.
In May “Operation Stardust” on the 1st, then off to Sylt for air to air and air to ground firing, bombing
both day and night and returning to Celle on the 25th.
June 1950 brought to an end Bernard’s and 4 squadron’s operational flying on the Mosquito. On the
20th Bernard carried out a display at the BAFO Germany air display, this being his last operational
flight with the Mosquito Mk 6.
On the 1st July brought a squadron move to RAF station Wunstorf, north west of Hanover, Germany.
The whisper that had been around the squadron for some time now became a shout “They were to
convert to “JETS”. The down side to this was that he would have no navigator in the Vampire as it
was a single seater, and Bernard would have to say good bye to many of his navigator colleagues, and
carry out all his own navigation.
Now began lectures and studies on flying the new aircraft the squadron was to operate, the De
Havilland Vampire FB5. As the squadron had no 2 seater Vampire’s available to convert its pilots to
jets, they were supplied with the Gloster Meteor Mk7 2 seat trainer .
On 24th Bernard made his first jet flight with Flt/Lt Gould in the Meteor, for 3 flights carrying out
cockpit controls familiarisation, take offs, landings etc. This all with a total dual flying time of 1 hour
45 minutes, then off on his first solo jet flight for 20 minutes.
26th July and introduction to the Vampire FB 5, there would be no dual instruction with this, for it was
“sit” in the cockpit, get to know were everything is, final check of pilot’s notes and off for the first
flight of 20 minutes. Flights on the 28th and 31st consisted of formation flying, tail chase’s and height
climbs.

De Havilland Vampire FB5
Bernard flew the aircraft above and the aircraft behind this VV543 he flew on more than 20 occasions.
His main aircraft was WA122,
The Meteor T7 in the background was WA692 the
squadron’s instrument and dual trainer.
August found Bernard back in the Meteor carrying out C and L’s and S E L’s with 13 further flights in
the Vampire carrying out low level flying, formation, cross country, interception and cine air to air, all
of which totalled 10 hours 15 minutes.
September’s highlight was exercise “Broadside”, a joint Army/Air force exercise, with high level
QGH and GCA training.
October brought exercise “Emperor” the largest post war RAF series of manoeuvres, which were held
from the 7th to the 15th. In addition to the regular squadrons of the RAF, all auxiliary squadrons and
fighter control units were engaged during the weekend phase’s of the exercise. Over 1000 aircraft



were involved from 6 nations including Britain, America, Belgium, Denmark, The Netherlands and
Norway.
Also this month Bernard completed a further 8 hours 50 minutes of dual instruction in the Meteor
MK7 culminating in the award of his “Green Rating” for instrument flying.
Only one flight of 15 minutes took place in November, a trip to Gutersloh in the Meteor MK7, the rest
of the month was ground duties.
December opened with a detachment to RAF Sylt for air to air, air to ground and RP firing in the
Vampire for the first time, and on the 28th aerobatics and formation flying.

Bernard 2nd from front , all in flying suits, being inspected by “Queen Bee”
HRH Princess Alice (Queen Bee is RAF slang for head WRAF)#

1951
Bernard started the year knowing that his operational tour with 4 squadron must end this year, and
wondered briefly what the RAF had in store for him, another flying post or the dreaded desk pilot
posting!!
January was a busy flying month, flying taking place on 14 days with a total of 16 hours 30 minutes
for the month, all in the Vampire most of which was in “his” aircraft WA122.
February commenced without WA122 so all flying took place in VV541 ,VV543 or VV987, but on the
12th, WA122 was back from servicing and training for the month continued with “Battle Flight”
formations and interceptions, a trip to RAF Buckeburg on the 17th, and 1 hours instrument practice in



the Meteor T7.
The months from March to October continued with intensive training and “Battle Flight” operations.
On 21st June the AOC inspection and fly past was carried out. On 25th July there was a flight to RAF
Wattisham in Suffolk, Bernard’s first trip to the UK for a long time. On 3rd August he carried out a
low level strike on RAF Manston and on the 8th made a trip to De Havilland’s at Hatfield.
The September exercise “Counter Thrust” took place from the 15th to 22nd .with Bernard carrying out
12 sorties in this exercise, the aims of which are outlined below.
The aims of exercise “Counter Thrust” were very clearly defined: firstly to exercise Army Corps in
mobile operations on wide fronts against superior enemy land and air forces and secondly to practise
the technique of Army/Air co-operation, in particular, the correct use of air reconnaissance. These
aims were achieved by grouping the major part of the Air Force with numerically smaller ground
forces and vice versa.
For ten days—from 14th to 23rd September, the British Army of the Rhine and the 2nd Tactical Air
Force operated alongside, or in opposition to, Belgian, Dutch, Norwegian, Danish and American
formations.
The two opposing countries were Blueland and Redland, lying to the south and north respectively of
the frontier, represented by the Oldenburg-Bremen-Hamburg railway line. Redland (as might be
supposed) was the aggressor and Blueland fought stubbornly to resist violation of her highly
industrialised interior.
The precise pattern of the exercise, and a detailed description of its unfolding, is not our concern; it
will suffice to explain that a rapid advance-to-contact by Blueland forces was followed by a fighting
withdrawal.
A defensive battle was then fought, against a "set-piece" Redland attack, and reorganisation and
exploitation brought the exercise to a close.
Direction was the joint responsibility of General Sir John Harding, Commander-in-Chief, B.A.O.R.,
and Air Vice-Marshal Sir Harry Broadhurst, who was commanding 2nd T.A.F. until the arrival of Air
Marshal Sir Robert Foster in October. Redland's fighter/ground-attack force was three squadrons of
R.A.F. Vampire 5’s. One of these was 4 squadron with Bernard, two Meteor 4 squadrons of the Royal
Netherlands Air Force at Wunstorf; three R.A.F. Vampire 5 squadrons, one squadron of Danish
Meteor 4’s at Celle, two R.A.F. Vampire 5 squadrons, one of Belgian Spitfire 14’s, one of Norwegian
Vampire 52’s, and one of U.S.A.F. F-84E’s at Fassberg.
For reconnaissance she had one squadron of Meteor 9’s and one of Meteor 10’s, operating from
Buckeburg. Blueland's fighter/ground-attack wing of three R.A.F. Vampire 5 squadrons was
stationed at Gutersloh. Both sides had extensive "Fantasian" forces: Blue-Land, for instance, could
call on 20 squadrons of Liquidator - bombers and the same number of Zlik IX fighter squadrons! On
the matter of realism, Sir Harry Broadhurst had something to say at the outset. Air superiority, he
recalled, was regarded by the R.A.F. as a prerequisite for successful close-support operations; but in
order that both armies should have the benefit of air assistance, it had been assumed that both had, in
fact, achieved this superiority.
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As there was no opposition in the air, only a small part of the 2nd T.A.F. control system was
functioning and, furthermore, the airfields in use were permanent ones, some of them in "enemy"
territory.
In fact, from the R.A.F. standpoint, Counter Thrust was solely a close-support exercise. The C.-in-C,
B.A.O.R., was warm in his thanks to 2nd T.A.F., which would, he said, participate in Counter Thrust
100 per cent, until the final phase, in spite of the fact that this left very little time indeed to prepare for
Exercise Cirrus. "We in the Army," he added, "are very grateful indeed to them for what they are
doing in that respect. It is typical of the magnificent spirit of comradeship and co-operation between
the two Services that exists here in Germany.”
On the 26th September Bernard flew from Wunstorf to Volkel in Holland to operate from there on
Exercise “Cirrus” and on Friday, 28th September, exercise "Cirrus" got under way in Western Europe.
It was purely an air exercise for the Allied air forces in Central Europe, but running concurrently for
part of the time were French Army manoeuvres in Germany ("Jupiter"), and an R.A.F. Fighter
Command exercise in England ("Pinnacle").
Although having essentially the same primary purpose, "Cirrus" had more than twice the scope of its
forerunner, "Ombrelle," held five months before. More than a thousand aircraft from eight nations
participated in "Cirrus," and although bad weather imposed delays and some reorganisation of
schedules, progress in the efficient integration of the several national air forces involved must
necessarily have been furthered. What can now be said with some confidence is that the basic system
of air defence for Western Europe as a whole was established - it was essentially the same as that



evolved and used by Great Britain - and that the chief problems of the immediate future were
concerned with the quality and quantity of equipment and bases rather than the method of their use.
It should not be thought for a moment that the air defence system of Western Europe was as yet a
smoothly working machine—it was not: but the design was good, and the machine did work. It was
simply a matter of practice making perfect, and exercises were the best way of obtaining practice.
On the opening day of "Cirrus," low cloud, descending at times virtually to fog meant that many of
the attacks scheduled for the morning had to be cancelled.
Nevertheless, the operations in connection with "Jupiter" went comparatively well. On the Saturday,
bad weather in the early morning again clamped down on every defending airfield except two and
the exercise was therefore extended by a couple of hours.
Early in the afternoon a mass raid of R.A.F. Washington’s and Lincolns, together with U.S.A.F. B-29’s,
comprising in all 125 aircraft, struck at Paris, whilst medium raids were directed against Brussels,
Charleroi, Antwerp, Augsburg, Karlsruhe and Le Havre. On the Sunday, 120 R.A.F. and U.S.A.F.
bombers converged on Brussels, attacking from the east, south and south-west at between 20,000 and
30,000ft. Two strikes were also made against Paris, and there were other raids on Rotterdam,
Coblenz, Cologne, Antwerp, Hanover, Rouen, Kaiserslauten and Le Havre. One of the more
important aspects of "Cirrus" was the re-deployment of squadrons.
On the Saturday, an R.A.F. Meteor squadron moved bodily from Wahn , Germany, to Luxembourg,
and a French squadron of Vampires moved from Coblenz, Germany, to Luxeil, France, whilst another
Meteor squadron left Beauvechain, in Belgium, for a Dutch airfield, to be replaced by a French Meteor
squadron. In all of these instances, local air lifts were employed for the total transfer.
With only a 2 day break from 3rd October then started exercise “Pinnacle”.
Exercise "Pinnacle"
As "Cirrus" came to an end on the Continent "Pinnacle" carried on over Britain; in fact, for the first
phases of "Pinnacle", the two exercises were integrated.
The schedules for "Pinnacle" had been so designed as to put to test the recommendations made after
assessing the results of "Emperor," held in October, 1950 and "Foil", which took place in the summer
of 1949.
Thus this particular exercise was not a mere war game, with either Bomber Command or Fighter
Command winning, but was a non-continuous test divided into six phases, in which Fighter
Command was seeking the answers to certain specific problems.
Of these six phases no fewer than four were scheduled to take place during the weekends in order
that the utmost use was made of Royal Auxiliary Air Force squadrons (all of which operated under
Fighter Command) and the Royal Observer Corps. It will be remembered that the three month call-up
of the R.Aux.A.F. was now in its second period and, therefore, eleven of these squadrons were
available for full-time operation during the exercise.
"Pinnacle" was chiefly remarkable for the fact that, for the first time, jet-propelled night fighters—
Vampire N.F.10’s and Meteor N.F.I were in operation. On the attacking side some Canberra’s and B-
45’s were in use but, as in previous exercises, the majority of attacks were by high-speed, highaltitude
jet.
"Pinnacle's" Opening Phases
In the opening phases, activity waxed and waned. The major targets were London, Bristol,
Birmingham and Glasgow, and the exercise opened with an attack by Mosquitoes and Hornets, flying
at about 20,000ft on London.
Washington’s and Lincoln’s approached the south coast from Le Havre, striking first at Bristol and
then at Birmingham. These two main assaults were so timed that London and Bristol were
simultaneously under attack, and while ground and air defences in the south were fully occupied
with these threats a third blow fell in the north, Washington’s and B-50’s flew up the Firth of Forth
and crossed the coast on a wide front between Aberdeen and Edinburgh to strike at Glasgow.
There were several diversionary attacks by smaller units, but all raids, large and small, were
intercepted before they reached the coast, and again - in increased strength - before attaining their
targets.
Thick fog in the morning delayed the start of operations on the second day (30th September).
Washington’s and Lincoln’s made a rendezvous over the Friesian Islands for a raid on London and
there was a series of running fights as the bombers made their way inland. B-29’s and B-50’s struck at
Liverpool and there were various diversionary raids.
Bernard carried out 7 sorties on “Pinnacle” returning to Wunstorf on the 7th and only flew again on
the 8th and 11th of the month. His total flying time for October was 13 hours 10 minutes.
November came with the news that he would be leaving 4 squadron, but before then he carried out 15
sorties during which he carried out RP, Cine air to air, low level, high level aerobatics and about



everything else he could do in the time left with the squadron, all the time wondering if his next
posting would be a “Desk Job”.
On the 13th, he carried out 4 sorties in the Meteor MK7 on instrument flying, culminating with an IF
test; this was to be his last flight with 4 squadron, for he was to leave them on the 20th.
There followed goodbye’s to old friends and parties in the Sergeants’ mess, now knowing that he was
getting a “Plum” posting back in the UK with No.1 Overseas Ferry Unit and a good flying assessment
from the “Boss” to take with him (see below).

Posted to the “OVERSEA’S FERRY UNIT”

1958
January starts with the announcement that

Bernard has been awarded the Air Force Medal
in the New Year’s Honour’s list,

this, at the culmination of 16 year’s service



RECORD OF RAF SERVICE
DATES

UNIT STATION FROM TO
Air Crew Reception Centre 02/12/1942 14/02/1943

5 ITW
TORQUAY 14/02/1943 Jun-43
E F T S Fairoaks Jun-43 Jul-43

PDC Manchester Aug-43 Sep-43
HMS QUEEN MARY Sep-43 Oct-43
19 E F T S VIRDEN Oct-43 Mar-44

17 S F T S SOURIS Mar-44 20/10/1944
MONCTON 20/10/1944 Nov-44

HMS MAURITANIA Nov-44 Nov-44
HARROGATE Dec-44 Dec-44

4 SCHOOL OF T T ST ATHAN Jan-45 07/03/1945
1660 H B C U SWINDERBY 01/05/1945 18/07/1945

HARROGATE 18/07/1945 Jul-45
5 Air Crew Holding Unit

CALVELEY Jul-45 13/11/1945
7 Elementary Flying Training

School Desford 13/11/1945 31/12/1945
21 (Pilot)Advance Flying Unit

Wheaton Aston 01/01/1946 25/06/1946
13 Operational Training Unit

Middleton St George 25/06/1946 15/10/1946
98 sqdWahn Germany 14/11/1946 29/11/1946
4 sqdWahn Germany 29/11/1946 05/08/1947

4 sqd Germany Sylt Germany 05/08/1947 22/08/1947
4 sqd Germany Gutersloh

Germany 22/08/1947 13/11/1947
4 sqdWahn Germany 13/11/1947 01/03/1948

4 sqd Gatow Germany 01/03/1948 31/03/1948
4 sqdWahn Germany 31/03/1948 01/05/1948

4 sqd Lubeck Germany 01/05/1948 05/06/1948
4 sqdWahn Germany 05/06/1948 04/08/1948

4 sqd Lubeck Germany 04/08/1948 28/08/1948
4 sqdWahn Germany 28/08/1948 19/09/1949
4 sqd Celle Germany 19/09/1949 10/07/1950

4 sqdWunstorf Germany 10/07/1950 31/11/1951
No 1 Overseas Ferry Unit

Abingdon 01/12/1951 01/02/1953
167 sqd Benson 01/02/1953 01/12/1954

231 OCU Bassingbourn 01/12/1954 31/12/1954
167 sqd Benson 31/12/1954 31/08/1959
Seltar Singapore 01/09/1959 08/04/1962

Driffield 01/09/1962 31/4/1963
Manby 01/05/1963 30/06/1963

CFS 10/07/1963 30/11/1963
Cranwell 01/12/1963 31/08/1966

School of refresher flying Manby 01/09/1966 30/06/1968

RECORD OF FOREIGN MILITARY and CIVILIAN FLYING
DATES

UNIT & STATION FROM TO
Airwork Services King Faisal Air Academy Saudi Arabia 01/08/1968 31/03/1971

CSE
Oxford 17/05/1971 31/12/1972

Oxford Air Training School Kidlington 01/01/1973 30/08/1980
Nigerian Air Force Primary Flying Training Wing 23/09/1980 01/11/1984

Nigerian Air Force 301 flying Training School Kaduna 01/11/1984 08/07/1985
Oxford Air Training School Kidlington 04/11/1985 22/04/1986

Bernard's last commercial pilot flight was on 22/4/1986
at the age of 62.

Sax “made his last take off” on 3rd December 2008, from Southampton General

Hospital


